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A B S T R A C T 

The ‘core-cusp’ problem is considered a key challenge to the � CDM paradigm. Haloes in dark 

matter only simulations exhibit ‘cuspy’ profiles, where density continuously increases towards 
the centre. Ho we v er, the dark matter profiles of man y observ ed galaxies (particularly in the 
dwarf regime) deviate strongly from this prediction, with much flatter central regions (‘cores’). 
We use NewHorizon (NH), a hydrodynamical cosmological simulation, to investigate core 
formation, using a statistically significant number of galaxies in a cosmological volume. Haloes 
containing galaxies in the upper (M � ≥ 10 

10.2 M �) and lower (M � ≤ 10 

8 M �) ends of the stellar 
mass distribution contain cusps. Ho we ver, Haloes containing galaxies with intermediate (10 

8 

M � ≤ M � ≤ 10 

10.2 M �) stellar masses are generally cored, with typical halo masses between 

10 

10.2 M � and 10 

11.5 M �. Cores form through supernov a-dri ven gas remov al from halo centres, 
which alters the central gravitational potential, inducing dark matter to migrate to larger radii. 
While all massive (M � ≥ 10 

9.5 M �) galaxies undergo a cored-phase, in some cases cores can 

be remo v ed and cusps reformed. This happens if a galaxy undergoes sustained star formation 

at high redshift, which results in stars (which, unlike the gas, cannot be remo v ed by baryonic 
feedback) dominating the central gravitational potential. After cosmic star formation peaks, 
the number of cores, and the mass of the Haloes they are formed in, remain constant, indicating 

that cores are being routinely formed o v er cosmic time after a threshold halo mass is reached. 
The existence of cores is, therefore, not in tension with the standard paradigm. 

Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: haloes –
methods: numerical. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he study of dwarf galaxies is a key area of research in the
urrent astronomical landscape. Dwarfs are important because they 
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ominate the galaxy number density, across all environments and 
t all epochs (Wright et al. 2017 ; Martin et al. 2019 ; Jackson et al.
021b ). Given their low stellar masses and high dark matter (DM)
ontent (Di Cintio et al. 2017 ; Chan et al. 2018 ; Jackson et al.
021a ), dwarfs also provide a unique laboratory for testing our
urrent understanding of DM and the � CDM structure formation 
aradigm (Davis et al. 2022 ). Ho we ver, dwarf galaxies remain
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ifficult to study, both observationally and theoretically, due to the
hallow detection limits of recent wide-area surv e ys such as the
DSS (Alam et al. 2015 ) and the relatively low resolution of large
olume simulations (e.g. Horizon-AGN Dubois et al. 2014b ; Kaviraj
t al. 2017 , EAGLE Schaye et al. 2015 , Illustris Vogelsberger et al.
014 , APOSTLE Sawala et al. 2016 , Simba Dav ́e et al. 2019 ,
llustrisTNG Nelson et al. 2019 ). It is, therefore, unsurprising that
any tensions between observations and � CDM predictions are

ound in the dwarf regime (e.g. Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017 ;
ales, Wetzel & Fattahi 2022 ). 
One key tension is the ‘core-cusp’ problem (Flores & Primack

994 ; Moore 1994 ), which describes the observ ed discrepanc y
etween the measured dark matter (DM) density slopes in cos-
ological simulations and those inferred from the rotation curves

f local dwarf galaxies (de Blok 2010 ). Simulations of cold DM
redict a cuspy DM density profile, where density increases towards
he centre of the halo ( ρ ∝ r −1 , e.g. White & Rees 1978 ; Springel
t al. 2008 ). This is commonly described by a Navarro-Frenk-White
NFW) profile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996b , 1997 ), although
ther fits to this profile have also been suggested (e.g. Einasto
965 ). In contrast, observations of dwarf galaxies often find slowly
ising rotation curves which would indicate that the profiles instead
ave a much shallower (or even flat) density slope (i.e. a core) in
heir inner regions with ρ ∝ r ∼0 (e.g. Burkert 1995 ; de Blok et al.
001 ; Gilmore et al. 2007 ; Kuzio de Naray, McGaugh & de Blok
008 ; de Blok et al. 2008 ; Kormendy et al. 2009 ; Oh et al. 2011 ,
015 ; Lelli, McGaugh & Schombert 2016 ). 
This discrepancy has three main suggested solutions. First, it

s possible that the discrepancy is driven by systematic errors
or unknown uncertainties) in the measurement of dwarf galaxy
otation curv es. Giv en the difficulty in observing dwarf galaxies
nd extracting accurate rotation curves, this is a plausible solution.
any sources of error (such as the failure to account for non-circular
otions) have been discussed and studied using simulations (Stri-

ari, Frenk & White 2017 ; Genina et al. 2018 ; Harv e y et al. 2018 ;
man et al. 2019 ; Santos-Santos et al. 2020 ; Downing & Oman
023 ; Roper et al. 2023 ). Another solution involves modifications
o the � CDM model, such as invoking warm DM (Dodelson &

idrow 1994 ; Bode, Ostriker & Turok 2001 ) or self-interacting
M (SIDM, Spergel & Steinhardt 2000 ; Yoshida et al. 2000 ;
ogelsberger, Zavala & Loeb 2012 ; Rocha et al. 2013 ; Tulin & Yu
018 ). SIDM has, in particular, been recently proposed as a viable
lternativ e which solv es the core-cusp problem (Burger & Zavala
019 ; Burger et al. 2022 ). Finally, there is a potential solution within
 CDM itself, which relies on the effect that baryons and baryonic

rocesses may themselves have on DM density profiles. 
Baryonic feedback processes that operate within galaxies, driven

y active galactic nuclei (AGN) and/or supernovae (SN), are capable
f redistributing mass within the DM Haloes, which can then alter
he shape of the DM density profile via noise driven orbital shuffling
Weinberg 2001 ). Using the Horizon-AGN simulation, Peirani et al.
 2017 ) have shown that AGN can affect the shape of a halo’s DM
ensity profile in massive galaxies. They show that DM density
rofiles in a Horizon-AGN run that includes baryons are initially
teeper than their DM-only counterpart. Ho we ver, by z ∼ 1.5 AGN
ctivity is able to flatten these profiles. After AGN activity ceases the
rofile then returns to being a cusp. Other work has also shown that
GN can create cores in massive galaxies at high redshift (Dekel
t al. 2021 ; Li et al. 2023 ). More commonly in dwarf galaxies (where
any cores are found in observ ations), supernov a (SN) feedback is

nown to similarly be able to remo v e gas from the central regions
NRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 

2  
f galaxies (Dubois & Teyssier 2008 ; Di Cintio et al. 2017 ; Chan
t al. 2018 ; Jackson et al. 2021b ). 

Many theoretical studies have shown that SN feedback can create
ores via violent or repeated bursts of star formation (Dekel &
ilk 1986 ; Navarro, Eke & Frenk 1996a ; Gnedin & Zhao 2002 ;
ead & Gilmore 2005 ; Mashchenko, Wadsley & Couchman 2008 ;
ontzen & Go v ernato 2012 ; Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2013 ; Teyssier
t al. 2013 ; Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Chan et al. 2015 ; Dutton
t al. 2016 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ; Fitts et al. 2017 ; Freundlich et al.
020 ; Lazar et al. 2020 ; Burger & Zavala 2021 ). One method
y which this can occur, and which is invoked to explain cores
n several simulations, is via the adiabatic change of the DM
otential. Briefly, the gravitational potential of the DM halo is
erturbed by SN-induced fluctuations which stirs the gas. DM
articles on average gain energy and migrate to larger orbits due
o these stochastic perturbations which resonate with their orbital
requencies, leading to lower central densities and a cored DM
ensity profile. 

Since the early attempts to model galaxies and DM Haloes with
-body simulations (e.g. Somerville & Primack 1999 ; Cole et al.
000 ; Benson et al. 2003 ; Bower et al. 2006 ; Croton et al. 2006 ),
omputational power has increased exponentially. We are now able
o run large, hydrodynamical simulations in cosmological volumes,
hich can model baryons and DM self-consistently, allowing us

o test the interplay between them and quantify the influence of
aryonic processes on the DM. Different cosmological simulations,
hat use a variety of underlying codes and subgrid models, have
ubsequently attempted to address the core-cusp problem. Those
hich adopt a zoom-in technique (resulting in generally higher

esolution but lacking a statistical sample) have had success in both
ecreating the broad properties of galaxies across a range of stellar
asses and creating DM density profiles with both cores and cusps.
hese simulations (e.g. Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Chan et al. 2015 ;
ollet et al. 2016 ; Fitts et al. 2017 ; Lazar et al. 2020 ) consistently
nd that SN feedback is capable of driving gas outflows that alter the
ravitational potential in such a way as to form DM cores in dwarf
alaxies. The y hav e also shown that cores form more efficiently in
 relati vely narro w range of stellar or halo mass and that the inner
lope of dark matter Haloes may be halo mass dependent. 

Conversely, large-volume simulations such as Illustris (Vogels-
erger et al. 2014 ), EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015 ) and APOSTLE
Sawala et al. 2016 ), which reproduce the properties and scaling
elations that go v ern massiv e galaxies well, hav e been unable
o reproduce cored DM density profiles in their fiducial runs,
egardless of the stellar or halo mass of the galaxies in question
Schaller et al. 2015 ; Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al. 2019 ; Chua et al. 2019 ).
o we ver, re-simulations using the EAGLE model have managed

o produce a diversity of DM density profiles when adjusting the
as density threshold required for star formation, albeit for smaller
amples of galaxies (Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al. 2019 ). 

This inability to form cores in large volume simulations is
ttributed to two causes: the star formation (SF) density threshold of
he gas and the modelling of the inter-stellar medium (ISM). These
arameters can often be linked, with a lack of spatial resolution in
imulations leading to approximations in the modelling of the ISM,
nd a low SF density threshold leading to a lack of cores (Oman
t al. 2015 ; Schaller et al. 2015 ; Bose et al. 2019 ). Indeed, many
ubsequent studies have shown that efficient core formation relies
n the presence of dense gas (and therefore a high SF threshold),
s well as bursty SF, in order to perturb the gravitational potential
ufficiently to mo v e DM particles to larger radii (Go v ernato et al.
010 ; Teyssier et al. 2013 ; Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Ben ́ıtez-Llambay
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t al. 2019 ; Jahn et al. 2021 ). Therefore, a simulation which is both
apable of resolving the small-scale processes within galaxies and 
ffers a cosmological volume containing a statistically large sample 
f dwarf galaxies is needed to truly address the core-cusp problem.
In this study we use the NewHorizon (NH) hydrodynamical 

osmological simulation (Dubois et al. 2021 ), to study the DM
ensity profiles of galaxies across all stellar masses and in a range
f environments (from the field to large groups). NH is a zoom-in
f an average density region taken from the larger Horizon-AGN 

imulation (Dubois et al. 2014b ; Kaviraj et al. 2017 ), which has a
olume of (142 cMpc) 3 . NH offers a maximum spatial resolution of
4 pc and mass resolutions of ∼10 4 M � and ∼10 6 M � in the stars
nd DM, respectively. In addition, it has a timestep resolution of
5 Myr. This makes it an ideal tool to study the inner DM density
rofiles of galaxies, particularly in the dwarf regime where cores 
re believed to be present (e.g. Martin et al. 2021 ; Jackson et al.
021a , b ), whilst also offering a statistically significant sample of
alaxies due to its large volume. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
escribe the NH simulation and in Section 3 we show the broad
roperties of the DM density profiles in NH galaxies. In Section 4 ,
e study how cores and cusps form in the simulation. We summarize 
ur findings in Section 5 . 

 SIMULATION  

he NH cosmological, hydrodynamical simulation (Dubois et al. 
021 ), is a high-resolution simulation, produced using a zoom-in of
 region of the Horizon-A GN simulation. Horizon-A GN employs 
he adaptive mesh refinement code RAMSES (Teyssier 2002 ) and 
tilizes a grid that simulates a (142 cMpc) 3 volume (achieving a
patial resolution of 1 kpc), using 1024 3 uniformly distributed cubic 
ells that have a constant mass resolution, via the MPGRAFIC (Prunet
t al. 2008 ) code. 

For NH, we resample this grid at higher resolution (using 4096 3 

niformly distributed cubic cells), with the same cosmology as that 
sed in Horizon-AGN ( �m = 0.272, �b = 0.0455, �� 

= 0.728, 
 0 = 70.4 km s −1 Mpc −1 , and n s = 0.967; Komatsu et al. ( 2011 )).
he high-resolution volume occupied by NH is a sphere which 
as a radius of 10 comoving Mpc, centred on a region of average
ensity within Horizon-AGN. NH has a DM mass resolution of 
0 6 M � (compared to 8 × 10 7 M � in Horizon-AGN), stellar mass
esolution of 10 4 M � (compared to 2 × 10 6 M � in Horizon-AGN)
nd a maximum spatial resolution of 34 pc (compared to 1 kpc in
orizon-AGN). 1 The simulation has been performed down to z ∼
.18. 

.1 Star formation and stellar feedback 

H employs gas cooling via primordial Hydrogen and Helium, 
hich is gradually enriched by metals produced by stellar evolution 

Sutherland & Dopita 1993 ; Rosen & Bregman 1995 ) allowing for
etal cooling. An ambient UV background is switched on after 

he universe is re-ionized at z = 10 (Haardt & Madau 1996 ). Star
ormation is assumed to take place in gas that has a hydrogen number
ensity greater than n H > 10 H cm 

−3 and a temperature lower
han 2 × 10 4 K, following a Schmidt relation (Schmidt 1959 ). The
tar formation efficiency is dependent on the local turbulent Mach 
umber and the virial parameter αvir = 2 E k / | E g | , where E k is the
 The gravitational force softening is equal to the local grid size. 

A  

f  

b  
urbulent kinetic energy of the gas and E g is the gas gravitational
inding energy (Kimm et al. 2017 ). The probability of forming a star
article of mass M ∗, res = 10 4 M � is drawn at each time step using
 Poissonian sampling method, as described in Rasera & Teyssier
 2006 ). 

Each star particle represents a coe v al stellar population, with
1 per cent of the stellar mass of this population (corresponding
o stars more massive than 6 M �) assumed to explode as Type II
upernovae, 5 Myr after its birth. This fraction is calculated using
 Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2005 ), with upper and
ower mass limits of 150 M � and 0.1 M �. Supernova feedback
akes the form of both energy and momentum, with the final
adial momentum capturing the snowplough phase of the expansion 
Kimm & Cen 2014 ). The initial energy of each supernova is
0 51 erg and the supernova has a progenitor mass of 10 M �. Pre-
eating of the ambient gas by ultraviolet radiation from young O
nd B stars is included by augmenting the final radial momentum
rom supernovae following Geen et al. ( 2015 ). 

.2 Supermassi v e black holes and black hole feedback 

upermassive black holes (SMBHs) are modelled as sink particles. 
hese accrete gas and impart feedback to their ambient medium via
 fraction of the rest-mass energy of the accreted material. SMBHs
re allowed to form in regions that have gas densities larger than
he threshold of star formation, with a seed mass of 10 4 M �. New
MBHs do not form at distances less than 50 kpc from other existing
lack holes. A dynamical gas drag force is applied to the SMBHs
Ostriker 1999 ) and two SMBHs are allowed to merge if the distance
etween them is smaller than 4 times the cell size, and if the kinetic
nergy of the binary is less than its binding energy. 

The Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton accretion rate determines the ac- 
retion rate on to SMBHs, with a value capped at Eddington
Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939 ; Bondi & Hoyle 1944 ). The SMBHs
elease energy back into the ambient gas via a thermal quasar
ode and a jet radio mode, when accretion rates are abo v e and

elow 1 per cent of the Eddington rate, respectively (Dubois et al.
012 ). The spins of these SMBHs are evolved self-consistently
hrough gas accretion in the quasar mode and coalescence of black
ole binaries (Dubois, Volonteri & Silk 2014a ), which modifies the
adiati ve ef ficiencies of the accretion flo w (follo wing the models
f thin Shakura & Sunyaev accretion discs) and the corresponding 
ddington accretion rate, mass–energy conversion, and bolometric 

uminosity of the quasar mode (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ). The
uasar mode imparts 15 per cent of the bolometric luminosity as
hermal energy into the surrounding gas. The radio mode employs a
pin-dependent v ariable ef ficiency and spin up and spin down rates
hat follow the simulations of magnetically choked accretion discs 
see e.g. McKinney, Tchekhovsk o y & Blandford 2012 ). 

.3 Identification of galaxies and merger trees 

e use the ADAPTAHOP algorithm to identify DM Haloes (Aubert, 
ichon & Colombi 2004 ; Tweed et al. 2009 ). ADAPTAHOP efficiently
emo v es subHaloes from principal structures and keeps track of the
ractional number of low-resolution DM particles within the virial 
adius of the halo in question. We identify galaxies in a similar
ashion, using the HOP structure finder applied directly to star
articles (Eisenstein & Hut 1998 ). The difference between HOP and
DAPTAHOP lies in the fact that HOP does not remo v e substructures
rom the main structure, since this can result in star-forming clumps
eing remo v ed from galaxies. We then produce merger trees for each
MNRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
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alaxy in the final snapshot at z ∼ 0.18, with an average timestep of
15 Myr, enabling us to track the main progenitor of every galaxy
ith high temporal resolution. 
Given that NH is a high-resolution zoom of Horizon-AGN, it

s worth considering the DM purity of galaxies, since higher-mass
M particles may enter the high resolution region of NH from

he surrounding lo wer-resolution regions. Gi ven the large mass
ifference, these DM particles may interact with galaxies they are
assing through in unusual ways. The vast majority of galaxies
f fected by lo w DM purity exist at the outer edge of the NH sphere.
he galaxies studied in this paper all have DM Haloes with a purity
f 100 per cent at the final snapshot. 

 C O R E S  A N D  CUSPS  IN  T H E  G A L A X Y  

OP U LATION  

t has been shown in previous studies that modern simulations are
ble to produce DM density profiles that correspond to both cores
nd cusps when there are baryons present (Di Cintio et al. 2014 ;
han et al. 2015 ; Dutton et al. 2016 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ; Fitts et al.
017 ; Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al. 2019 ; Lazar et al. 2020 ). In order to
nvestigate this using NH we first match Haloes between a DM-
nly and full (i.e. DM + baryons) versions of the simulation. This
ives us a sample of DM Haloes with and without baryons for
omparison. The matching is confirmed by ensuring that it passes a
hreshold of sharing a significant number (75 per cent) of the same
M particles. In addition, if the total mass ratio of the Haloes in the

wo runs is outside of the range 0.1 < M NH / M NHDM-only < 10) then
t is excluded from our analysis (see Peirani et al. ( 2017 ) for more
etails). With this sample of Haloes in hand, we begin our analysis
y creating DM halo density profiles for all galaxies in both the full
H run and its DM-only counterpart. The volume of NH is large

nough that we are able to investigate the DM Haloes of ∼1000
alaxies in the stellar mass range 10 7 M � < M � < 10 11.5 M �, thus
nsuring that we have a statistically significant sample. 

We start by showing, in Fig. 1 , how the M Halo versus M � and
 � versus R eff relations in NH compare to those of comparable

imulations (APOSTLE, EAGLE CHT10, and NIHAO) and ob-
ervational results (Behroozi, Wechsler & Conroy 2013 ; Moster,
aab & White 2013 ). NH Haloes of a given mass contain more

tellar mass than other simulations (though similar to APOSTLE
t lower masses) and also observations although at higher stellar
asses are consistent with observ ations. Ho we v er the M � v ersus
 eff relation is well matched to the observation data of Mowla et al.
 2019 ). 

In Fig. 2 , we show two examples of DM Haloes in the two
ersions (DM-only and full, i.e. DM + baryons) of NH, which
xhibit differing shapes in their central regions. The left panel shows
 massive halo ( M halo = 10 12.2 M �) which, in the NH full run,
ontains a galaxy with M � = 10 10.9 M �. The DM density profile in
oth runs shows a clear cusp-like shape with no flattening in the
entral re gion. F or Haloes (and galaxies) at such masses the presence
f baryons increases the central density of the DM profile, due to
he extra baryonic mass creating a deeper gravitational potential. 

The right panel shows a low mass halo ( M halo = 10 10.31 M �),
hich contains a dwarf galaxy with M � = 10 8.15 M � in the NH full

un. While the DM-only run shows a cuspy profile, the presence
f baryons in this example flattens the central regions in the NH
ull run, as DM is redistributed within the halo from central regions
o larger radii. It therefore seems that, in NH, baryons are able
o influence the DM density profiles of Haloes in multiple ways,
epending on the halo/galaxy mass in question. 
NRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
.1 Parametrizing DM density profile shapes 

n order to study how baryonic processes affect the inner DM density
rofiles of our simulated galaxies, we first need to parametrize the
rofile shapes in these inner regions. To do this we construct the
M density profile by computing the mean density profiles (binned

n spherical shells equally spaced in log r) and then fit a power
aw (C r α , where C is a constant) to obtain the slope within a given
adial range in log space. In order to compare the results of this
tudy to other work, and to ensure that we probe the same region
f each halo regardless of mass, we measure the slope of the profile
etween 1 and 2 per cent of a halo’s virial radius. We ensure that
his is abo v e the DM spatial resolution limit ( ∼500 pc) and remo v e
ny galaxies that do not meet this requirement. It is also important
o ensure that our selection of radial range does not influence the
 v erall results. To account for this, we also measure the slope of
he DM density profile between 1 and 2 kpc which is usually larger
han 2 per cent of the virial radius. In Appendix A , we show the
ifferent slopes obtained for all galaxies using these different radial
anges. As we find that the o v erall trends do not change with the
adial ranges used (even if there is some variation on an individual
alaxy basis) we proceed by using the fractional virial radius range
or our analysis (i.e. slopes measured within 1 and 2 per cent of a
alo’s virial radius). 

In Fig. 3 we show the inner DM density profile slope ( α), between
–2 per cent of R vir versus the halo mass for all galaxies in the full
H run (colour-coded by their stellar mass) and their corresponding
alo in the DM-only run (orange points) at the last timestep of the
imulation (which corresponds to z ∼ 0.18). The inner slopes of
aloes show a clear relationship with halo mass for NH galaxies.

n the lowest and highest mass Haloes we find cusp-like profiles
defined in this study as α < −0.65), whereas in intermediate mass
aloes (with DM masses between 10 10.2 M � and 10 11.5 M �) the

nner DM profiles are flatter and core-like ( α > −0.65). We pick
his cut-off as no DM-only Haloes have profiles α > −0.65 as well
s being roughly consistent with previous studies. At both extremes
f halo mass, the Haloes show evidence of being even denser in
heir centres compared to their DM-only counterparts, with profiles
hat are steeper than those predicted by an NFW profile. Haloes
n the DM-only run are all roughly consistent with the predicted
alues for an NFW-profile and so are cuspy in nature. Therefore,
he presence of baryons is able to cause a halo’s centre to be both

ore or less dense than an NFW-profile, depending on the mass
f the halo and the baryonic processes that operate in the central
egions. 

.2 α as a function of stellar and halo mass 

ig. 4 sho ws ho w the measured α for each halo varies with stellar
ass (left panel), halo mass (centre panel), and M � / M halo (right

anel). The red points indicate the values for galaxies in the full NH
un in each panel. In the left panel we compare to the theoretical
esults of Tollet et al. ( 2016 ) and observational results of Oh et al.
 2015 ). We find reasonable agreement with Tollet et al. ( 2016 ) in
igher mass galaxies (down to ∼10 9 M �), albeit with a larger scatter
or NH galaxies. The lowest mass galaxies in NH show significantly
uspier profiles, although the broad transition region where cores
re no longer found is consistent. Oh et al. ( 2015 ) find cores in a
imilar stellar mass range, although many cores are at lower stellar
ass in their study. It is worth noting, ho we ver, that their sample

nly contains a small number of galaxies. 
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Figure 1. Left: M Halo versus M � for the NH galaxy sample used in this study (blue circles). We compare to the abundance matching studies from Behroozi et 
al. ( 2013 ) and Moster et al. ( 2013 ) and other simulations: APOSTLE (Sawala et al. 2016 ), EAGLE CHT10 (Ben ́ıtez-Llambay et al. 2019 ), and NIHAO (Wang 
et al. 2015 ). On average, NH Haloes contain more stellar mass than other simulations, with the observational data lying between NH and the other simulations. 
Right: M � versus R eff for the NH galaxy sample (blue circles). We also show the best fit observational results from Mowla et al. ( 2019 ) ( z = 0.37). The sizes 
of NH galaxies are well-matched to the observations, particularly in the stellar mass range of interest in this study. For more details of how NH matches to 
observational results, see Dubois et al. ( 2021 ). 

Figure 2. The DM density profiles of two galaxies in the NH simulation (blue lines) and their counterparts in the NH DM-only run (orange lines) at z = 0.18. 
The left panel shows an example of an NFW-like halo, where the density continues to increase towards the centre, with a slope of 1.68. In the DM-only run, 
the central re gions hav e lower densities compared to the NH run, in which the presence of baryons in these central regions further deepens the potential. The 
right panel shows an example of a core-like halo with a slope of 0.43, in which the DM has been redistributed from the centre to larger radii in the NH run 
compared to the DM-only run. The NH simulation is therefore able to produce both cuspy and core-like profiles in the presence of baryons. In both examples, 
we indicate the region within which the slope is calculated using the dashed red line. 
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When we consider the central panel, we also find agreement 
etween the NH distribution and Tollet et al. ( 2016 ) at high and
ntermediate halo masses. Ho we ver, belo w ∼10 10.2 M � we find
aloes with both cores and cusps in NH unlike in Tollet et al. ( 2016 ).

n the right panel we consider M � / M halo , which in many studies
s believed to be the key determining factor for core formation.
ere we include the simulation results from Tollet et al. ( 2016 ),
i Cintio et al. ( 2014 ), and Lazar et al. ( 2020 ) in our comparison.
he simulation studies (Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ;
azar et al. 2020 ) all measure the DM density slope within the
ame radius, although we note that in Oh et al. ( 2015 ) the slope
s calculated within a break radius and may therefore be different
MNRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
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Figure 3. The slope of the density profile for galaxies in the full NH (i.e. 
DM + baryons) simulation, and its DM-only counterpart, as a function 
of halo mass. Galaxies from the full run are colour-coded by their stellar 
mass. We show our definition of a cored halo ( α = −0.65) using a dashed 
red line. Galaxies are generally cusps at the lowest halo masses, whilst at 
intermediate masses cores form. As halo masses continue to grow, profiles 
return to cusps at the highest masses. There is a transition halo mass ( M halo 

∼ 10 10.2 M �) where the profile slope generally flattens, compared to the 
DM-only run suggesting that baryonic processes are key for the creation of 
cores. 
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see Oh et al. ( 2011 ) for more details). Whilst these three studies
nd a similar relationship between α and M � / M halo , we find that
H galaxies show a different trend. In NH, cores are found across
 range of M � / M halo values. Unlike many other studies, which find
 dependence on M � / M halo and which is deemed to be a proxy of
tar formation efficiency (Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ;
utton et al. 2020 ), there is no clear region of the M � / M halo relation
here galaxies in NH only contain a core. Instead, it appears that
nce the halo crosses a threshold mass ( ∼10 10.2 M �) and enough
tars have formed ( ∼10 8 M �), there is a possibility a core will be
reated. The idea of a ‘threshold halo mass’ for core formation to
ake place has been previously suggested in Chan et al. ( 2015 ) but is
emonstrated here, using NH, using a much larger galaxy sample. 
As there is no clear trend with M � / M halo in NH, unlike previous

tudies, it would imply that this metric should not be used solely
o determine whether a galaxy should contain a core. There is,
o we ver, a range of halo and stellar masses where most galaxies
ave a cored profile. Interestingly, low-mass galaxies in NH may
 v erproduce stars compared to observed abundance matching rela-
ions (Dubois et al. ), explaining the discrepancy in the α–M � / M halo 

elationship. This gives credence to the idea that core formation
s not solely dictated by M � / M halo , as NH creates cores at similar
tellar and halo masses to other simulations. 

 T H E  F O R M AT I O N  O F  C O R E S  AC RO SS  

OSMIC  TIME  

 key question in the formation of cores is whether the halo initially
orms as a core or whether a core develops due to some physical
rocesses. In this section, we investigate the pre v alence of cored
M profiles across cosmic time. Fig. 5 shows the percentage of
NRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
alaxies with core-like profiles (recall that this is defined as α >

0.65) as a function of look-back time. We see that the frequency of
ores has been relatively constant for the last ∼9 Gyrs, suggesting
hat either, once cores have formed, they are resilient and hard to
estroy or cores are constantly being formed to replenish those that
re destroyed. At the last timestep we find that ∼70 per cent of
ores have existed for at least 3 Gyrs, implying that most cores are
elati vely long li ved. Prior to this period, ho we ver, there were fe w to
o cores. Indeed, it is during the period where cosmic star formation
tarts to increase and then peaks (Madau & Dickinson 2014 ) that
he number of cores begins to increase rapidly. This not only allows
ime for Haloes to grow to a mass capable of maintaining a core but
lso suggests that star formation plays a key role in core formation.

As we now see that cores hav e e xisted across most of cosmic
ime, we can further assess the concept of a ‘threshold halo mass’,
y looking at the mass of Haloes which contain cores throughout
he simulation. In Fig. 6 , we show the median halo mass of galaxies
ith cores throughout the simulation (with the edges of the shaded

egion indicating the 16th and 84th percentile values). The median
alo mass of cores is relatively constant across time at ∼10 10.3 M �.
his implies that the process that creates the flattened density profile

equires some mass limit to be reached and also suggests that there
s an upper limit beyond which the halo centres will return to NFW-
ike profiles again, as cores are not found at all halo masses. This,
ombined with the results from Fig. 4 , suggests that cores will form
nce Haloes are both abo v e a giv en mass and when star formation
s occurring within the galaxy. Given that this halo mass is roughly
onsistent with the other simulations we have compared our results
o (Di Cintio et al. 2014 ; Tollet et al. 2016 ; Lazar et al. 2020 ), it
ppears that disparate baryonic prescriptions can give rise to core
ormation within different simulations. 

.1 How and why do cores form? 

n order to study how and why cored profiles form, we consider a
egion of the stellar and halo mass parameter space where Haloes
ave both cored and cuspy inner profiles and examine the physical
ifferences between galaxies in this regime. We proceed by selecting
alaxies with stellar masses in the range 8 < log( M � /M �) < 9 in
he final snapshot ( z = 0.18) as this contains a large number of
oth cores and cusps, whilst also retaining enough resolution in the
imulation to study the evolution of the galaxies. 

We start by looking at external processes that could create cored
rofiles. Tidal interactions between galaxies have been shown to
trongly affect the DM distribution of galaxies, albeit usually at
he outskirts (Jackson et al. 2021a ). Fig. 7 shows halo mass versus
tellar mass for central galaxies (left) and satellites (right) defined
y the ADAPTAHOP structure finder, colour-coded by their values of
. Both central and satellite galaxies contain a variety of core and
usp profiles, with cores in satellites being found at slightly lower
alo masses (likely due to tidal stripping of the outskirts reducing
heir original halo mass). This suggests that becoming a satellite
oes not initially alter the central DM distributions of galaxies and
herefore that tidal processes are not a likely cause of core creation,
t least not directly. This also indicates that it is possible to find
alaxies with cores as satellites of larger galaxies, such as the those
n the local group, as has been previously suggested by Walker &
e ̃ narrubia ( 2011 ). 
As external processes are unlikely to be able to alter the central

art of DM profiles (at least until the outskirts have been stripped),
e proceed by investigating the internal physical properties of
alaxies in this transition region. In Table 1 , we show the median
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Figure 4. DM density profile slope between 1–2 per cent of the virial radius as a function of the stellar mass (right), halo mass (centre), and stellar/halo mass 
(right) of galaxies in the full NH (i.e. DM + baryons) run. Galaxies from the NH simulation are shown in red in all the plots. In all panels we compare to the 
simulation results of Tollet et al. ( 2016 ) (shown as blue diamonds) and find reasonable agreement in the stellar and halo mass ranges where cores are found. We 
compare to observations from Oh et al. ( 2015 ) in the left panel (purple stars), finding that, whilst observed cores have similar values for α, they are generally 
found at slightly lower stellar masses than in NH. In the right panel (stellar/halo mass) we also compare to the simulation results of Di Cintio et al. ( 2014 , green 
squares) and Lazar et al. ( 2020 , black crosses) who find a clear trend between M � / M Halo and α. We do not see a similar relationship in NH, where M � / M Halo 

increases with α. 

Figure 5. The percentage of galaxies that contain a cored DM density 
profile (defined as α > −0.65) as a function of look-back time in the NH 

simulation. Initially there are few to no cores in Haloes but, as star formation 
starts to increase, this value rises rapidly before remaining roughly constant 
until the end of the simulation. This suggests that for many galaxies cores 
are not destroyed and/or cores are constantly being created in galaxies. 
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Figure 6. The halo mass of galaxies with a cored DM density profile 
(defined as α > −0.65) as a function of look-back time. The darker line 
sho ws the e volution of the median halo mass and the edges of the shaded 
region represents the 16th and 84th percentiles. The median halo mass 
remains roughly constant throughout time, indicating that there may be (a) 
a threshold halo mass that allows for the creation and maintenance of a core 
and (b) a secondary threshold abo v e which Haloes can no longer support a 
core and so the central regions returns to a cusp. 
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alues of stellar, DM, total gas and star-forming gas mass, measured
oth within the central 2 kpc and within the virial radius, for all cored
nd cuspy galaxies in our transition region. The stellar, DM, and total
as mass are consistent, regardless of the shape of the DM density
rofile, with gas and DM being the dominant contributors to the
entral mass budget in both cases. Ho we ver, in the cored profiles
he amount of star-forming gas ( n H > 10 H cm 

−3 ) is significantly
le v ated in the centre, suggesting that there is (or has recently been)
ncreased star formation in these galaxies compared to their cuspy 
ounterparts. Feedback processes from star formation are known to 
e able to drive outflows of gas which, if contributing a significant
mount of mass, can alter a galaxy’s gravitational potential and 
nduce the DM to mo v e to larger radii (Navarro et al. 1996a ; Read &
ilmore 2005 ; Mashchenko, Couchman & Wadsley 2006 ; Martizzi, 
eyssier & Moore 2013 ; Pontzen & Governato 2014 ). 
Therefore, the relative contributions to the total mass in the central 

egions of the halo is key to determining the shape of the profile. In
rder to understand how the mass budget impacts the DM profile, we
ompare the central mass evolution of two example core and cusp
 alaxies. Both g alaxies are centrals and, by the end of the simulation,
MNRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
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Figure 7. Halo mass versus stellar mass for centrals (left) and satellites (right), colour coded by the slope of the DM density profile. Haloes with cores are 
found in both populations which indicates that tidal interactions are not solely responsible for the creation of cores. Cores are found at lower halo and stellar 
masses in satellites than centrals, likely due to the effect of tidal stripping. 

Table 1. Median values of the masses of different components within galaxies in the mass range 8 < log( M � /M �) < 

9, measured within both the central 2 kpc and the virial radius, for galaxies with cuspy (top row) and cored (bottom 

row) profiles, respectively. The stellar, DM and gas masses are consistent between both profile types, both within 2 kpc 
and the whole halo. Ho we ver, the amount of star-forming gas is ele v ated by an order of magnitude in cored galaxies, 
indicating that star formation and the abundance of dense, cold gas plays a key role in the formation of cores. 

Profile Log stellar mass [M �] Log DM mass [M �] Log gas mass [M �] Log SF gas mass [M �] 
2 kpc | Total 2 kpc | Total 2 kpc | Total 2 kpc | Total 

Cusp 7.64 | 8.27 8.58 | 10.31 8.44 | 9.29 6.98 | 6.98 
Core 7.80 | 8.56 8.57 | 10.37 8.47 | 9.41 7.83 | 7.97 
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re hosted in a similarly sized Haloes (log M Halo ∼ 10.3). Fig. 8
hows the enclosed mass within two radial distances (1 and 5 kpc)
s a function of look-back time for a galaxy with a cuspy halo
left panel) and a cored halo (right panel). These galaxies represent
ypical examples of cuspy and cored Haloes in this transition regime.
he blue curves show the stellar mass evolution, the green curves

epresent total gas and the orange curves show DM, with solid lines
ndicating the mass within 1 kpc and dashed lines showing the mass
ithin 5 kpc. In the bottom panels, the red lines show the evolution
f the specific star formation rate (sSFR) and the dashed black line
hows the evolution of the inner DM density slope of the galaxies
n question. 

At large look-back times (i.e. in the early universe) both galaxies
how highly elevated sSFRs, which coincides with a rapid increase
n stellar mass in the central regions. At the same epoch, gas and
M constitute roughly equal amounts of mass within 1 kpc and are
ominant o v er the stellar component. In the case of the galaxy that
nds up with a cuspy halo, the gas component drops rapidly and
tar formation quenches, leaving the DM component at a constant
evel and the dominant constituent of the central mass budget. 

Ho we ver, in the case of the galaxy that ends up with a cored
alo, we see repeated bursts of star formation, with the gas mass
ithin 1 kpc repeatedly rising and falling, with the falls occurring
NRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
hortly after the peak sSFR values. When looking at all cores in
H, we find that no galaxy has a core when bursty star formation

asts for less than 2 Gyrs. The gas and DM components within 1 kpc
re similar in mass initially but, unlike in the cuspy case abo v e,
he gas mass remains high and even becomes the dominant central

ass component at 8 < t < 10 Gyr. Despite star formation taking
lace, the amount of stellar mass being formed is less than the
scillations in gas mass, and thus the removal of gas from the centre
s a combination of stars forming and gas being mo v ed to larger
adii. 

As the gas mass is comparable to the DM mass, moving large
mounts of gas to larger radii will alter the gravitational potential,
llowing the DM to migrate to larger radii as well. For example, in
he right panel of Fig. 8 , as gas is remo v ed from the centre (at around
1 Gyrs), the DM mass within 1 kpc also decreases. Although gas
n-falls to the centre again and the mass increases the DM mass
oes not and remains relatively constant. Gas is then once again
emo v ed leading to a further decrease in the DM. In this way the
M mass is remo v ed in stages by bursts of star formation and gas

emoval, which flattens the central DM density profile and creates a
ore. We can also calculate the dynamical time for the halo during
his period, within 1 kpc, to understand how this compares to the
scillations of gas. In the example of the core in Fig. 8 , we find that
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Figure 8. Top row: Enclosed mass (gas, DM, stellar) within 1 and 5 physical kpc versus look-back time for a cuspy halo (left) and a cored halo (right). The 
mass within 1 kpc is shown using the solid lines, while the mass within 5 kpc is shown using the dashed lines. Bottom row: sSFR of the galaxy (red) and inner 
DM density profile slope (black dashed line) versus look-back time (note that the slope is only shown when the inner DM density profile is abo v e the resolution 
criteria set in subsection 3.1 ). Cored Haloes experience bursty star formation o v er an e xtended period of time which results in the removal of gas from within 
the central 1 kpc. When this occurs the DM responds to this removal of mass and also mo v es out of the central regions. The halo experiences multiple episodes 
of this process and eventually forms a core. Conversely, low mass cuspy Haloes have much briefer periods of star formation at high redshift before becoming 
quenched. This stops the removal of gas from within 1 kpc and means that the gravitational potential is not significantly altered and a core is never formed. 
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hen the core is forming, the dynamical time is 0.2 Gyrs, which is
oughly equal to the duration of the observed bursts. 

In order for a core to be formed in this manner, the gravitational
otential of the galaxy needs to be altered from a classical NFW
rofile. As pre viously sho wn, large amounts of gas could be mo v ed
rom the very central regions to larger radii, thus altering the shape
f the potential. In Fig. 9 , we show the gravitational potential
f the example cored galaxy as a function of its radius. In order
o compare the shape of the potential at different times, as well
s to its DM-only counterpart, we normalize the potential by its
o west v alue ( � 0 ) and the halo’s radius by its maximum value
 r max ). We show both the DM component of the potential (dashed
ines) and the gas component (solid lines) for different look-back 
imes that correspond to moments before and after bursts of star
ormation which create the core and the final timestep of the
imulation (black). Between the first two timesteps shown, the 
w  
otential of both the DM and gas is significantly altered due to
he removal of gas (and subsequently DM) from the centre of the
alo. After this period the potential starts to return to its previous
hape until another burst of SF further alters it towards a core.
ndeed, even by the end of the simulation the potential has not
eturned to its original shape, before the bursts of star formation
ccurred. 

.2 The evolution of massive galaxy profiles – the reformation 

f cusps 

s seen in Fig. 4 , abo v e a certain halo mass most galaxies in
he simulation have cuspy DM density profiles. Ho we ver, if core
ormation is determined purely by a threshold halo mass and star
ormation, have these galaxies had cores in their past and, if so,
hat remo v ed them? In Fig. 10 , we show an e xample of a massiv e
MNRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
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Figure 9. The gravitational potential versus log radius, at different look- 
back times (11, 10.87, 10.69, 10.57, and 3.01 Gyrs), for the halo of a example 
galaxy that forms a core. Dashed lines indicate the contribution to the 
potential from the DM whereas solid lines show the gas potential. These 
look-back times correspond to starbursts that contribute to the creation of the 
core. All values are normalized by their maximum, in order to compare the 
changing shape of the potential across cosmic time. We see that even on these 
short timescales, the bursts of star formation and subsequent mo v ement of 
gas are able to alter the potential in the central regions of the halo, enabling 
the formation of a core. 
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Figure 10. Top panel: The enclosed mass (within 1 kpc) for M � (blue), M gas 

(green), and M DM 

(orange) versus look-back time (Gyr) for a massive halo 
( M Halo = 10 12.9 M �) with a cusp at the final timestep of the full NH (i.e. 
DM + baryons) run. We also show the enclosed mass within 5 kpc for M � 

(blue dashed line) to explore whether stars are being formed in situ or not. 
Bottom panel: The evolution of the sSFR (red) with look-back time and α
(black dashed line) for this galaxy. At large look-back times, this halo had a 
cored profile when the gas and DM masses were roughly equal in the centre. 
Ho we ver, ongoing star formation with a high sSFR changes the makeup of 
the central masses. As stars begin to dominate the mass in the centre of the 
halo, the core disappears as a cusp is reformed. 
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alaxy, containing a cusp at the final timestep in NH, with a stellar
nd halo mass of 10 11.3 M � and 10 12.9 M �, respectively. In the top
anel we show the stellar (blue), gas (orange), and DM (green) mass
nclosed within the inner 1 kpc (and the stellar mass within the inner
 kpc as a blue dashed line) as a function of look-back time. For the
ower panel we show the sSFR (red line) of the galaxy as a proxy
or SN feedback and the DM density slope within 1 −2 per cent of
 vir (black dashed line). 
This massive galaxy experiences a period when it has a cored

M density profile at high redshift, coinciding with high sSFR, and
omparable gas/DM/stellar masses in the central 1 kpc. Ho we ver,
nlike in Fig. 8 , the DM density profile steepens again as the stellar
ass continues to increase in both the inner 1 and 5 kpc, despite

ngoing star formation and high gas mass. The stellar mass increases
n both radial bins, which suggests that it is increased central in situ
tar formation (rather than existing mass falling into the centre
r ex-situ mass accretion) that drives the reformation of the cusp.
nlike in the cored example (Fig. 8 ), sustained star formation leads

o the stellar component becoming dominant o v er both gas and DM
n the central regions. This increased stellar component deepens
nd anchors the potential, reducing the outflow of gas and thus
topping the dynamical heating of DM particles. The DM reacts
o this new, deeper potential removing the core and recreating the
usp. Therefore the halo’s inability to control star formation is at
east partly responsible for the rejuvenation of the cusp. 

In addition, just like in the cored example, we calculate the
ynamical time for the halo within 1 kpc. We see a similar dynamical
ime ( ∼0.2 Gyrs) whilst this halo has a core. Ho we ver, as the
tar formation continues the dynamical time rapidly decreases to
NRAS 528, 1655–1667 (2024) 
.04 Gyrs meaning that the cusp can rapidly reform, as is observed
n the slope of the DM density profile. 

The potential role of BHs (and therefore AGN) is also worth
onsidering, especially as it has been previously shown to affect DM
ensity profiles in larger galaxies (Peirani et al. 2017 ). Ho we ver,
or galaxies in the mass ranges where cores are found in NH
he BH occupation fraction is ∼30 per cent . In addition, in those
alaxies which contain BHs both cuspy and cored Haloes are found.
herefore it is logical to conclude that, at least in this mass range,
Hs and AGN are not primarily responsible for the creation of cores
r the reformation of cusps. 
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 SU M M A RY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

warf galaxies dominate the galaxy number density in all environ- 
ents across cosmic time. Ho we ver, due to their low stellar masses,

nd consequently fainter surface brightnesses, they have remained 
ifficult to study in past surv e ys. This, in part, has contributed
o many tensions between observations and theoretical predictions 
ithin � CDM in the dwarf regime. One longstanding tension is the

ore-cusp problem. DM-only simulations suggest that DM Haloes 
hould have a cuspy profile, with the density continuing to increase
owards the centre. Howev er, man y observational studies of dwarf
alaxies indicate that they actually possess flattened density profiles 
n their central regions, known as cores. 

Here, we have used the NH cosmological simulation, in conjunc- 
ion with its DM-only counterpart, to examine the evolution of the
M density profiles of galaxies across a large range of stellar masses

nd environments (from the field to large groups). This has enabled 
s to study the diversity of DM density profiles in both dwarf and
assive galaxies in a statistical fashion, for the first time within a

osmological volume. Our main conclusions are as follows: 

(i) The central DM density slope ( α) between 1 −2 per cent of
 vir can be used to probe whether a halo contains a core or a cusp.

n our study we consider galaxies with α > −0.65 as having cores.
hile Haloes in NH exhibit DM density profiles with both cores

nd cusps, only cusps are present in Haloes in the DM-only run.
hus, it is the presence of baryons that drives the observed diversity
f DM density profiles. 
(ii) Cores in NH form when there are repeated bursts of star

ormation, in a galaxy that has a central gas mass that is comparable
o the DM mass. No galaxy (at least in NH) creates a core when
his bursty star formation lasts for a period shorter than 2 Gyrs.
he resultant SN feedback remo v es gas from the central regions,
ltering the shape of the (central) gravitational potential. The DM 

esponds to this change and mo v es to larger radii. This process
s typically repeated multiple times, with the central DM being 
emo v ed in stages, until star formation ceases. If this process occurs
or a sufficient length of time ( ∼2–3 Gyrs), the shape of the DM
ensity profile is eventually transformed from an initial cusp into a
ore. 

(iii) Conversely cusps can be reformed if the central star for- 
ation continues rapidly after the core forms. In this scenario a

ore forms, albeit briefly, before being remo v ed when stellar mass
ecomes dominant in the most central regions. This mass comes 
rom central in situ star formation rather than stellar mass infall
rom larger radii into the central regions or ex-situ accretion (such
s mergers). At this stage, stars dominate the central gravitational 
otential and, since they are not directly affected by SN feedback, 
nchor the new potential in place. This, in turn, causes the DM to
diabatically cool, reforming a cuspy DM density profile. 

(iv) Haloes that contain galaxies in the upper ( M � ≥ 10 10.2 M �)
nd lower ( M � ≤ 10 8 M �) ends of the stellar mass distribution
ontain cusps. Ho we v er, in Haloes that contain galaxies that hav e
ntermediate (10 8 M � ≤ M � ≤ 10 10.2 M �) stellar masses, α becomes 

ore positive than in the DM-only run (i.e. the profiles become core-
ike), with this becoming most common in Haloes with DM masses
etween 10 10.2 M � and 10 11.5 M �. 

(v) The evolution of α with stellar and halo mass in NH is broadly
onsistent with what is seen in other comparable simulations 
except at the lowest stellar masses) and also in limited available 
bservational data (given the difficulties in inferring a DM density 
rofile from observ ations). Ho we ver, the trend of increasing core
requency with increasing M � / M Halo , that is observed in some other
imulations, is not seen in NH, indicating that this may not be the
est metric to determine whether a galaxy has a core or a cusp (as
as been previously suggested). 

(vi) The fraction of galaxies that contain a core becomes roughly 
onstant ( ∼15 per cent) after a redshift of z ∼ 1.5, with cores not
orming until the cosmic star formation rate increases around a 
edshift of z ∼ 2. The mass of Haloes that contain a core is roughly
onstant in the mass range 10 10.2 M � < M � < 10 11 M �, with a
edian value of 10 10.3 M �, which indicates (1) a potential threshold

alo mass below which cores cannot form and (2) a maximum
alo mass abo v e which cores are remo v ed. Additionally at the
nal timestep 70 per cent of cores have existed for at least 3 Gyrs,
uggesting that most cores are relatively long-lived. 

We conclude that, in NH, a cosmological simulation that adopts 
 � CDM cosmology, the core-cusp problem is not a challenge
o the standard paradigm. While this has been shown in previous
heoretical work, we are able to perform this test with a statistically
ignificant number of galaxies, o v er a larger range of galaxy
asses, and within a cosmological volume. The limited amount of

bservational data makes comparisons to the real universe difficult, 
hough this may be addressed in future deep-wide surv e ys, which
ill allow us to constrain the stellar masses where cores form in real
alaxies. As NH has been shown to successfully recreate cores and
usps, it is a unique tool to investigate other ‘small-scale’ challenges
o � CDM, such as the diversity of rotation curves in dwarf galaxies,
hich will be explored in a forthcoming paper (Jackson et al. in
rep). 
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ll data used in this paper can be made available upon reasonable
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Figure A1. Inner DM density profile slope ( α) versus stellar mass. We 
calculate the slope of the inner DM density profile using three different 
radial ranges 0.01 < r / R Vir < 0.02 (blue), 1 < r/kpc < 2 (orange), and 1 < 
r / r soft < 5 (orange) where r soft is ∼500 pc. All three radial ranges produce 
consistent values for α, suggesting that the results are relatively independent 
of which range is selected. 
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